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Next big 
computing 

platform and 
disruption



Next big computing platform 

VR/AR as driving a trend towards 
the adoption of head-mounted-
devices(HMDs) 
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3 scenarios for 

HW/SW uptakes 
over next decade



15 8

45 35

Delayed Uptake

$23 billion Revenue

$80 billion Revenue

3 scenarios for 
hardware and 
software uptake 
by 2025

Base

110 72

$182 billion Revenue

Accelerated Uptake

HW SW
Revenue from hardware and software
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9 uses as most 
meaningful drivers



video entertainment

retail education

video game

live events

real estate

healthcare

engineering

military
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Disruption in 
retail, real estate, 
and healthcare



Real estate
$52bn 

US real estate 
commissions 

market

Healthcare
$16bn

Patient monitoring 
devices market

Retail
dkdkdkd

Hologram
Product description

Disruption
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Key hurdles
on adoption



Hurdles

User experiences 

Technological constraints

Development of 
content and application
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Cost reduction 
in price 5-10% 
annually



display
motion sensors
wireless connection processors
storage/memory

Components 
highly overlap with 
smartphones

3D lenses
position tracking systems 

Components 
unique to 
VR/AR devices

Price point





We have greater convictions 

in relative success of VR 

versus AR given VR's 

technological progress and 

momentum



It is stage of the 

early formation of an 

ecosystem of vendors 

and partners



AR has more significant hurdles to overcome, 

including challenges in display technology and 

real-time processing and calibration of real-

world physical environment.



However, as AR technology 

matures, we see stronger 

enterprise use emerging. 





We see qualities in 
VR/AR technology that 
can take this from niche 
use cases to a device 
as ubiquitous as the 
smartphone. 



potential for the 
evolution to be similar 
where multiple devices 
are combined into one 
replacing phones and 
PC environment.
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